
We conducted the roll out of our new Product  Ultimo-

R4 at our Noida works. We  also conducted  a 

seminar on End of Line Testing which  carried details,  

of the Ultimo-R4 followed by  a Demonstration of the 

Ultimo-R4’s performance. 

This was the culmination of 3 years of research and 

development to find and produce a product tailored 

specifically for the cost concerned but quality 

conscious Indian Automotive industry. 

.

We  are  glad  that  all attendees  gained from updating 

their knowledge about the latest technologies in the 

End of Line Testing  and latest assembly products 

through the detailed seminar and presentations and 

personal interactions with  our experts from Germany, 

Mr.Borkeloh, Mr.Kolb, Mr. Bellman and Mr.Krass. It 

was useful and productive to share our Global 

experience  and skills with our customers and  also to 

share our vision for a cost effective solution for Roll  

testing in the form of Ultimo-R4.

Hence,  we   thank our customers from across the 

Indian Auto  Industry,for the feedback and inputs  

based on which  this product (Ultimo-R4) was 

conceived, designed and implemented!

ROLL OUT OF ULTIMO R4 ROLL TEST STAND AT 

SCHENCK , NOIDA

Dear  Customers and Colleagues,

For those who were unable  to attend due to work 

commitments, we are already planning for the next 

work shop and seminar on End of Line Testing for our 

customers, the date for which would be announced  

soon. In the meanwhile, we would request our 

customers to send in the RFQ’s to us  for  technical 

evaluations and solutions  through the cost effective 

Ultimo-R4. We look forward to discuss the technical 

details with you.

Thank you all again for making the Ultimo-R4 launch  

and this knowledge sharing platform, a success !!

The Ultimo-R4 thus became the  outcome of indigenous share  and discuss with clarity the advantages of the 

Ultimo-R4 in terms of productivity, development based on the vast experience  and mentorship of DURR 

Assembly Products, Germany. Our valued customers from Tata, Honda, Maruti, Mahindra, Skoda etc., attended 

these proceedings  where in we were able to  flexibility, cycle times, and  much lower acquisition costs. 
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